
Introduction to Phonology 
LSA Summer Institute 2019 
Instructor: Laura J. Downing 

Preliminary remarks: 
Basis of evaluation: class participation and 4 assignments. Grades will be registered using the ORBUND system. 
Office hours: held in Olson 105 from 11-12 on 1 July, 3 July, 8 July, 15 July and 17 July 
You are encouraged to attend the Phonetics and Phonology Social Hours. I am leading the one on 5 July. 
 

Student handout 1 
Class 1: Underlying vs. Surface forms: making phonological generalizations 
Class 2: Distinctive Features: formalizing phonological generalizations 
Class 3: A typology of natural phonological processes 
Class 4: Formalizing phonological processes 1: autosegmental rules 
 
The problem sets below will be taken up in all 4 classes. Please bring this handout to class every 
time. (I will also upload it in ORBUND.) 
 
Our goals for this week are: 
For class 1, goal is to extract predictable information from surface form (output) to arrive at 
underlying form (unpredictable/contrastive/input), and make analysis-neutral generalizations 
defining the context predicting the surface form. 
For class 2, goal is to go over the same problems and – after learning one distinctive feature set – 
formalize generalizations from class 1 using distinctive features, as far as possible. We’ll also 
practice identifying natural classes using other exercises besides these problem sets. A goal of the 
problem sets will be to notice when features alone do not suffice to identify the context for all of 
the alternations discussed. 
Tools needed: IPA chart; latest version can be downloaded at 
https://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/content/full-ipa-chart 
 
Relevant readings for this week: Zsiga, chapters 10-12 
Assignment 1 will be handed out on Friday, 28 June. 
 

Problem sets: 
Ebira (Nupoid; LangFiles, p. 144): Based on this data, are [e] and [a] allophones or phonemes? 

[mezi] ‘I expect’ [mazɪ] ‘I am in pain’ 
[meze] ‘I am well’ [mazɛ] ‘I agree’ 
[meto] ‘I arrange’ [matɔ] ‘I pick’ 
[metu] ’I beat’ [matʊ] ’I send’ 
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Standard Italian (LangFiles p 140): are [n] and [ŋ] allophones or phonemes? 
[tinta] ‘dye’ [tiŋgo] ‘I dye’ 
[tɛnda] ‘tent’ [tɛŋgo] ‘I keep’ 
[dantsa] ‘dance’ [fuŋgo] ‘mushroom’ 
[nero] ‘black’ [bjaŋka] ‘white’ 
[ʤɛnte] ‘people’ [aŋke] ‘also’ 
[sapone] ‘soap’ [faŋgo] ‘mud’ 

 
Farsi (LangFiles p 143): Do [r], [r] and [ɾ] belong to one, two or 3 different phonemes? 

[ærteʃ] ‘army’ [ahar̥] ‘starch’ [ahaɾi] ‘starched’ 
[farsi] ‘Persian’ [behtær̥] ‘better’ [bæɾadær̥] ‘brother’ 
[qædri] ‘a little bit’ [hærntowr̥] ‘however’ [beɾid] ‘go’ 
[rah] ‘road’ [ʧar̥] ‘four’ [biɾæŋg] ‘pale’ 
[ris] ‘beard’ [ʧeʤur̥] ‘what kind’ [ʧeɾa] ‘why’ 
[ruz] ‘day’ [ʃir̥] ‘lion’ [daɾid] ‘you have’ 

 
Cree (Sourcebook, pp 21, 22, 23): are [p, b, t, d, ʧ, ʤ, k, g] allophones or phonemes? 

[pahki] ‘partly’ [nibimohta:n] ‘I walk’ 
[si:si:bak] ‘ducks’ [asaba:p] ‘thread’ 
[ta:nispi:] ‘when’ [adim] ‘dog’ 
[nisto] ‘three’ [mi:bit] ‘tooth’ 
[kodak] ‘another’ [ki:ba] ‘soon’ 
[maskisin] ‘shoe’ [ʧi:gahigan] ‘axe’ 
[ma:ga] ‘but’ [miʤihʧi:] ‘hand’ 
[namu̯aʧ] ‘no way’ [ki:siga:u̯] ‘day’ 

 
Bukusu (Bantu; LangFiles p 143): what is the morpheme that would be glossed as ‘I’ (subject) in 
these data? What generalizations account for the different forms this morpheme takes in this 
data? Colons indicate long vowels. 

[ndi:la] ‘I hold’ [ɲʤina] ‘I scream’ 
[se:nda] ‘I move’ [suna] ‘I jump’ 
[ɲʤu:ŋga] ‘I watch’ [xala] ‘I cut’ 
[ŋgapa] ‘I divide’ [ŋgeta] ‘I pour’ 
[mbi:ma] ‘I weigh’ [ndasa] ‘I add’ 
[xola] ‘I do’ [mbula] ‘I roam’ 
[mbuka] ‘I perish’ [ndula] ‘I trample’ 
[fuka] ‘I cook’ [fwa:ra] ‘I dress’ 
[funa] ‘I break’ [mbala] ‘I count’ 
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Modern Greek (LangFiles p 144): Are [x, k, c and ç] allophones or phonemes? Be sure to check 
whether all 4 are contrastive with each other! 

[kano] ‘do’ [kori] ‘daughter’ 
[xano] ‘lose’ [xori] ‘dances’ 
[çino] ‘pour’ [xrima] ‘money’ 
[cino] ‘move’ [krima] ‘shame’ 
[kali]  ‘charms’ [xufta] ‘handful’ 
[xali] ‘plight’ [kufeta] ‘bonbons’ 
[çeli] ‘eel’ [çina] ‘goose’ 
[ceri] ‘candle’ [cina] ‘china’ 
[çeri] ‘hand’   

 
Latin (Sourcebook p 45): Consider the variation in the noun stems and account for them. 

Nominative Genitive Gloss Nominative Genitive Gloss 
rēks rēgis king lānks lānkis plate 
lēks lēgis law traps trabis beam 
greks gregis flock urps urbis city 
coniu̯ks coniu̯gis spouse hiems hiemis winter 
striks strigis groove hērōs hērōis hero 
duks dukis leader stirps stirpis root 
pāks pākis peace grus gruis crane 
piks pikis pitch sūs sūis pig 
neks nekis death inops inopis helpless 

 
Maltese (Arabic dialect with heavy Italian borrowing; LangFiles p 145): What alternations are 
found in the form of the definite prefix? How can these alternations be predicted? 

Indefinite Gloss Definite Gloss 
[fellus] ‘a chicken’ [ilfellus] ‘the chicken’ 
[aria] ‘air’ [laria] ‘the air’ 
[mara] ‘a woman’ [ilmara] ‘the woman’ 
[omm] ‘a mother’ [lomm] ‘the mother’ 
[kelb] ‘a dog’ [ilkelb] ‘the dog’ 
[ʔattus] ‘a cat’ [ilʔattus] ‘the cat’ 
[ħitan] ‘walls’ [ilħitan] ‘the walls’ 
[abt] ‘an armpit’ [labt] ‘the armpit’ 
[ispaniol] ‘a Spanish (language)’ [lispaniol] ‘the Spanish (language)’ 
[ti:n] ‘a fig’ [itti:n] ‘the fig’ 
[dawl] ‘a light’ [iddawl] ‘the light’ 
[sħab] ‘some clouds’ [issħab] ‘the clouds’ 
[natura] ‘nature’ [innatura] ‘the nature’ 
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Lamba verb stems (Bantu; Kenstowicz &Kisseberth, pp 71-72): what alternations are found in the 
verb stems? What generalizations predict the alternations? Do [k] and [ʧ], [s] and [ʃ] contrast in 
Lamba? 

Past Passive Neuter Gloss 
[ʧita] [ʧitwa] [ʧitika] ’do’ 
[tula] [tulwa] [tulika] ’dig’ 
[ʧeta] [ʧetwa] [ʧeteka] ’spy’ 
[fisa] [fiswa] [fiʃika] ’hide’ 
[ʧesa] [ʧeswa] [ʧeseka] ’cut’ 
[kosa] [koswa] [koseka] ’be strong’ 
[lasa] [laswa] [lasika] ’wound’ 
[kaka] [kakwa] [kaʧika] ’tie’ 
[poka] [pokwa] [pokeka] ’receive’ 
[ʃika] [ʃikwa] [ʃiʧika] ’bury’ 
[seka] [sekwa] [sekeka] ’laugh at’ 

 
Turkish (Sourcebook, pp 47-48; also file in Institute folder) 
IPA transcription used; colons indicate long vowels 
Divide the words into morphemes; what generalizations account for alternations in the surface 
forms of possessive and nominative plural suffixes? In the last 4 forms, what generalization 
accounts for alternations in the form of the base for the suffixes? 

Nominative Possessive Nominative pl. Gloss 
kojun kojunu kojunlar sheep 
deniz denizi denizler sea 
saʧ saʧɨ saʧlar hair 
at atɨ atlar horse 
gyʧ gyʤy gyʧler power 
renk rengi renkler color 
sarp sarpɨ sarplar steep 
alt altɨ altlar bottom 
kap kabɨ kaplar container 
tat tadɨ tatlar taste 
kojun kojnu kojunlar chest 
ymyr ymry ymyrler life 
fikir fikri fikirler idea 
kɨsɨm kɨsmɨ kɨsɨmlar part 

 


